
Title: Sales Development Representative

Location: Birmingham, AL

Who we are:
Fieldster is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution specifically tailored for the pest control
industry. The platform is comprehensive for businesses in need of route management,
customizable dashboard, service notifications, and more. Thus allowing customers to operate
their business more efficiently and stay a step ahead of the competition.

Our mission is to provide easy to use software that helps pest control companies grow and
thrive. We seek to hire passionate individuals who believe in teamwork, innovation, and are
customer obsessed.

We’re looking to add a Sales Development Representative to the team. This is an early career

role perfect for an individual eager for the startup experience and to launch their career in sales

and the world of technology.

You will develop your discovery skills to understand customer pains and build relationships with

potential customers. Additionally, you will assist the Senior Account Executive to set up demos

and master our CRM system (Zendesk). As a Sales Development Representative, every

interaction with a prospective customer matters and is an opportunity to boost top-line

revenue growth. Joining now will give you a chance to make a huge operational impact every

day.

What you’ll do:

● Research and identify new business opportunities in prospects —we are growing rapidly

and there are thousands of opportunities to uncover!

● Apply sales development best practices with outbound email, phone, and social

outreach to connect with new prospects.

● Engage with prospects to articulate the value of our SaaS product.

● Coordinate meetings on the Senior Account executive’s calendar and log activities in

our CRM.

● Build trusting relationships with prospects to qualify leads as sales opportunities.



● Be able to generate 10 sales qualified leads (SQLs) a month and make 50 dials and 50

emails a day.

Who you are:

● Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent experience preferred

● Eagerness to learn; open to coaching

● Success and process-oriented, maintains an excellent work-ethic

● An enthusiastic, reliable and independent self-starter

● Quick-witted and personable

● Resilient / thick-skinned

● Due to the need for mentoring and collaboration, willing to be in-person

Why us:

● We’ll help you fast-track your career towards an account executive role or in other
opportunities.

● $40K base compensation + $10K at target with unlimited upside. In addition, we offer
comprehensive health benefits, 401K, PTO, parental leave, sabbatical, and more!

If interested in connecting and learning more, please reach out to us via email at

careers@fieldster.io or apply directly on our website.

mailto:careers@fieldster.io

